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From Mythology to Case History
In this chapter, theoretical formulations about the role of drugs in
the psychic life of the individual will be demonstrated through the
presentation of a number of cases. The case study methodology has
historically been the method of choice for psychoanalytic-oriented
studies. Although the case study method has come under criticism from
both psychoanalytic and non-psychoanalytic sources, it is my opinion
that it is still the most valid and appropriate method for describing
material related to the intrapsychic life of the individual. Because of the
importance of the case study it will be useful to examine the different
uses of this methodology within the psychoanalytic literature. (For a
more encompassing discussion of case study methodology and related
issues see Cambell & Stanley, 1963; Fisher & Greenberg, 1985; Giorgi,
1970; Runyan, 1980; Sarnoff, 1971; Romanyshyn, 1978; Trepper, 1990;
K. Volkan, 1993).

The Use of The Case Study Method in Psychoanalytic Research
Within the strict framework of psychoanalytic theory there is much
support for the use of case studies. Freud (1933) clearly understood the
advantages of the case study method, while recognizing that it was not a
scholarly panacea.
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Its therapeutic successes give grounds neither for boasting nor for being
ashamed. But statistics...are in general misinstructive; the material worked
upon is so heterogeneous that only very large numbers would show
anything. It is wiser to examine one's individual experiences. (p. 152)

Since Freud, other writers have extolled the virtues of the case
study method. For instance, Meadow (1984), understands the case study
to be an integral part of the psychoanalytic method. Analytic writers like
Edelson (1988) and Langs (1976) believe that the subjective experience
of the analyst is of the utmost importance and that this should be
included in the scientific understanding of clinical phenomena. This is
especially true when the analyst or psychotherapist is reporting on
issues related to transference and countertransference phenomena
(Boyer, 1979a, 1983, 1992; Boyer & Giovacchini, 1990, 1992;
Giovacchini, 1989). This psychoanalytic understanding of scientific
research is similar to the practice of ethnographic (Borg & Gall, 1983)
and phenomenological (Valle & King, 1978) research. Indeed, these
similarities in scientific understanding may explain the recent crossfertilization between anthropology and psychoanalysis (Boyer, 1978,
1979b, 1983, Boyer, Boyer, Dithrich, Harned, Hippler, Stone, & Walt,
1989; Ciambelli & Portanova, 1980; DeVos & Boyer, 1989; Rabow, 1983).
Lagache (1966) relying primarily upon evidence gathered through case
studies argues that psychoanalysis is an exact science, at least in the
production of an understanding of unconscious processes. This
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understanding of psychoanalysis is also similar to an ethnographic and
phenomenological understanding of science.
Although there is much general agreement about the usefulness of
case material for psychoanalytic study, there is some disagreement on
what case material should be used. French analyst, Green (1986) has
argued that the presentation of one's own cases is not desirable. He
believes that publishing one's own case histories does a disservice to the
patient. Green believes that case studies do not constitute proof of a
specific theory because clinical material can be presented in such a way
as to support almost any theory. Therefore, it is not worth the possibility
of upsetting one's patients to publish their case histories. This criticism,
however, does not apply to previously published case histories and some
psychoanalytic researchers believe it is more appropriate to conduct a
secondary analysis of case examples from the literature than to present
one's own cases (Trevisano, 1990).
In addition to the use of previously published clinical material, nonclinical case histories have increasingly been the subject of
psychoanalytic investigation. This material has consisted primarily of
mythological, historical, and biographical case histories. The analysis of
these types of case histories falls within the parameters of the case study
method as it has been generally defined in the social sciences (Borg &
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Gall, 1983). Each type of case history is discussed briefly below.

Mythological Case Studies
Mythology has been studied in psychoanalysis since Freud first
elucidated the importance of the Oedipus myth for the understanding of
human psychology. The relevance of mythology for psychoanalysis today
is clearly demonstrated in a paper by Pollock (1986) who suggests that
the Oedipus myth and its subsequent representations in literature
present a complete picture of human conflicts and intrapsychic
dynamics. Other psychoanalytic studies of mythology include analyses of
the hero myth (Rosenman, 1988), rites of passage (Gayda & Vacola,
1988), religious mythology (Almansi, 1983) and the myth of Dionysus
(Dubosc-Benabou, 1990). Overall, mythological studies are a cornerstone
and a unique feature of psychoanalytic science and inquiry.

Psychohistory and Psychobiography
The psychoanalytic study of historical data has led to the creation
of the field of psychohistory. This type of inquiry seeks to understand
past events through the psychodynamic motivation of important
historical figures and populations of individuals. In other words,
psychohistory seeks to psycho-analytically understand why people acted
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in a certain way in the past (Lawton, 1990). Examples of psychohistorical
studies include Kestenberg & Brenner's (1985) study of children who
survived the holocaust, Lifton's (1968) study of Mao Tse-tung and
Chinese politics, and V. Volkan's study of conflict in the Mideast (V.
Volkan, 1979; V. Volkan & Itzkowitz,
.
Obviously, psychohistory is related to psychobiography, or the
study of significant individuals who lived in the past. Psychobiographical
studies may or may not be related to historical events. Indeed, many
historically significant individuals have been studied for their interesting
clinical characteristics as well as their historical significance. Freud's
(1910, 1939) work on Leonardo da Vinci and Moses were the first
psychoanalytic

psychobiographies.

More

recent

psychoanalytic

psychobiographical studies include the lives of William Faulkner (Martin,
1983), Jimi Hendrix (K. Volkan, 1991), Catherine de Medici (AdamsSilvan & Adams, 1986), Marilyn Monroe (Chessick, 1982), Bertrand
Russell (Brink, 1985), George Sand (Deutsch, 1982), and Virginia Woolf
(Panken, 1983).

Psychopathy and the Psychobiography of the Artist
It is not surprising that many psychobiographical subjects are
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artists, musicians or writers. According to Kris (1952) the inspiration to
produce a work of art has psychodynamic underpinnings. Therefore, the
study of those individuals who have left a legacy of creative work is likely
to lead to a richer understanding of their intrapsychic life. Freud (1910)
coined the term pathography to describe the psychoanalytic study of the
creative work of these individuals. Recently, Spitz (1985, 1987, 1991) has
brilliantly applied the use of psychobiography and pathography to study
the relation of object dynamics to artistic expression in a number of
artists and musicians. For Spitz it is important for the researcher to try
and reconstruct the early childhood experiences and fantasies, early
object relations, drive & drive derivatives with regard to psychosexual
stages, and oedipal conflicts which occur in the life of the artist. One of
the difficulties of constructing a psychobiography is obtaining
information on the early life of the subject. When this information is
sketchy, an examination of the art of the subject can be invaluable in
supporting psychodynamic hypotheses about his or her early life.
In summary, it would appear that the positive outcomes of the case
study method far outweigh the negative outcomes. While the case study
method does not adhere to a strict scientific paradigm, other frameworks
such as the judicial paradigm allow for the rigorous testing of competing
hypotheses which arise from the interpretation of case material (K.
Volkan, 1993). The case study method excels at providing rich levels of
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detail necessary for the construction of grounded theories which account
for the subjective bias of the researcher. This is especially relevant for
psychoanalytic-oriented studies in which the subjective experience of the
analyst is essential to the understanding of the phenomena presented by
the case material.
Case studies have a wide variety of methodologies, including the
analysis of clinical, mythological, historical, and psychobiographical
cases. All of these types of case studies are generally acceptable within
the social sciences and have been widely applied in psychoanalytic
research. Within psychoanalytic research, there is increasing support for
the secondary analysis of clinical material and the interpretation of nonclinical material from biographical, historical and mythological sources.

The Myth of Dionysus
With regards to drug use the most prevalent myth from Western
sources is the Greek myth of Dionysus (or Bacchus in Latin), the god of
wine. The myth of Dionysus elucidates many of the object relations
dynamics covered so far in this text. The material on Dionysus used here
is largely taken from Euripides (1954), Hamilton (1940) and Kerényi
(1951).
Dionysus was born in Thebes, the son of Zeus and the mortal
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woman Semele. Zeus was in love with Semele and offered to grant her
any wish she desired. Unfortunately, she asked Zeus to appear to her in
his naked heavenly splendor as the Lord of the Thunderbolt. This idea
was, of course, given to Semele by Hera, Zeus' jealous wife. Although Zeus
was reluctant to fulfill this wish, Semele reminded him that he had taken
an oath on the sacred river Styx. Zeus therefore appeared to Semele in his
burning glory, killing her. Before Semele died, Zeus snatched her yet
unborn child and ensconced him in his hip to hide him from Hera,
And the pains of child-birth bound his mother fast,
And she cast him forth untimely,
And under the lightning's lash relinquished life;
And Zeus the son of Cronos
Ensconced him instantly in a secret womb Chambered within his thigh,
And with golden pins closed him from Hera's sight. (Euripides, 1954, p.
194)

When it was time for him to be born, Zeus took Dionysus from his
hip and gave him to the Nymphs of Nysa to be raised. When Dionysus
reached manhood he wandered over the earth and was accepted
everywhere as a god, except in his native land of Greece.
While on his way to Greece, Dionysus was captured and held for
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ransom by a group of pirates who thought him the son of a king. Ignoring
signs of his divinity, the pirates tried to take him away on board their
ship. At first Dionysus was passive, even friendly toward the pirates, who
with the exception of the helmsman, refused to see the significance of
their inability to bind Dionysus with rope. As soon as he was bound, the
ropes came undone. Eventually, wine began to run in streams down the
deck and vines grew upon the mast. Dionysus turned into a roaring lion
and all the sailors, except the helmsman jumped into the sea and were
turned into dolphins.
Dionysus missed his lost mother terribly and finally decided to
retrieve her from the underworld. As Hamilton (1940) says,
The mother he had never seen was not forgotten. He longed for her so
greatly that at last he dared the terrible descent to the lower world to seek
her...Dionysus brought her away, but not to live on earth. He took her up to
Olympus, where the gods consented to receive her as one of themselves...
(p. 56)

Dionysus was also known for his worshippers, the Maenads (or
Bacchantes). These were women who lived in the wilderness upon herbs,
berries and goat's milk. The Maenads would become frenzied with wine
drinking and rush through the woods until they came upon a living
creature. At this point they would literally rip, bite and tear the creature
to pieces, devouring the bloody flesh. The Maenads, who were commonly
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thought to be madwomen (our word 'mania' originated from 'Maenad';
cf. Kerényi, 1951), lived in a world both beautiful and ecstatic as well as
degrading and brutal. As Hamilton (1940) says,
They woke to a sense of peace and heavenly freshness; they bathed in a
clear brook. There was much that was lovely, good and freeing in their
worship under the open sky and the ecstasy of joy it brought in the wild
beauty of the world. And yet always present, too, was the horrible bloody
feast, (p. 57).

Perhaps the best-known story of Dionysus is his encounter with his
cousin Pentheus, King of Thebes. This story is the basis of Euripides'
tragedy, The Bacchae (1954). When Thebes is beset with crazed
Maenads, Pentheus orders them imprisoned along with their leader.
Although Pentheus is warned by his elder advisors that this leader is
Dionysus, a god, he refuses to believe them. Dionysus does not put up any
resistance to arrest and is brought to Pentheus. At first he is timid and
meek. Once again, fetters fail to hold Dionysus as well as the Maenads,
who escape into the hills to drink wine and hold wild sexual orgies. Much
to Pentheus' dismay the Maenads take many Thebian women with them,
including his mother and sister. Pentheus is very angry with Dionysus
who remains calm and gentle, although he warns Pentheus that,
..."god will set me free",
"God?", Pentheus asks jeeringly.
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"Yes", Dionysus answered. "He is here and sees my suffering".
"Not where my eyes can see him", Pentheus said.
"He is here where I am", answered Dionysus.
"You cannot see him because you are not pure".
(Hamilton, 1940, p. 58)

Eventually, Dionysus escapes and Pentheus sets out to retrieve the
Thebian women, including his mother and sister, from the Maenads'
frenzied carousing. Dionysus makes all the women mad and they rush
upon Pentheus, tearing him from limb-to-limb,
A single and continuous yell arose—Pentheus
Shrieking as long as life was left in him, the women
Howling in triumph. One of them carried off an arm,
Another a foot, the boot still laced on it. The ribs
Were stripped, clawed clean; and the women's hands, thick red with blood,
Were tossing, catching, like a plaything, Pentheus' flesh...
His poor head—His mother carries it, fixed on her thyrsus-point...
She has left her sisters
Dancing among the Maenads...
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Inside the walls, exulting in her hideous prey,
Shouting to Bacchus, calling him her fellow-hunter...
(Euripides, 1954, pp. 233-234)

When their senses return, the women realize that Pentheus has
been their bloody feast.
The myth of Dionysus is illustrative of many of the intrapsychic
dynamics seen in compulsive drug users. To begin with there is the early
loss of the primary object. It seems that Dionysus is the only god whose
mother was mortal. Therefore, much of his mythology is devoted to
proving and maintaining his narcissistic sense of omnipotence. The
combination of a weak (i.e. mortal) mother and an overbearing
omnipotent father seem to be the cause of the basic flaw in Dionysus'
psychic make-up. Semele is impulsive and this combined with the
suggestion of the jealous Hera results in her destruction by an allpowerful father/lover. The omnipotent father-figure destroys the mother
and then completely envelops the embryonic Dionysus, taking on the
mothering role. This is the same dynamic seen in the cases of the five
amphetamine addicted women described later in the chapter, in which
the father also takes on the early mothering role. In these cases, as in the
myth of Dionysus, it is also the father's narcissism which destroys the
mother and disables her ability to take care of her children. The fathers
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then subsequently abandoned their offspring. This is also true in the
myth of Dionysus. For soon after Dionysus is born, he is abandoned by
his father.
When Dionysus' omnipotent narcissism is questioned, as in his
encounter with the pirates, he first responds with a seemingly calm sense
of detachment. After a time, however, this calm defense gives way to a
primitive oral rage (in the pirate story, Dionysus becomes a roaring lion)
which serves to maintain Dionysus' sense of divine omnipotence.
Dionysus is able to maintain this sense of omnipotence everywhere
except in his land of origin. In psychological terms, Dionysus is the
perfect narcissist until he can no longer use this as a defense against his
object relations defects. Dionysus attempts to repair these defects by
retrieving the representation of the lost good object. Although Dionysus
is able to retrieve this good mother object from the land of the dead, she
must be idealized and protected by placement in Olympus among the
gods. This idealization of the good object representation is reminiscent of
the splitting of good and bad object representations. The splitting off of
the good object representation (the idealized mother in Olympus)
coincides with the denial of the bad object representation. In this case the
bad object representation takes on a number of forms. It can be seen as
the dangerous all-powerful father, Zeus, who is hardly mentioned later in
the myth of Dionysus, or as Dionysus' rage which surfaces from time to
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time. Other sections of the myth of Dionysus clearly show this split
between good and bad object representations as well. For instance
Dionysus' followers, the Maenads are either pure and clean, living a holy
existence in the wilderness, or they are degenerate murderers and
cannibals enjoying the bloody fruits of their oral aggression. It is also of
interest to recall that it is the wine itself which catalyzes these split
qualities in the Maenads. The fetters which are unable to bind Dionysus
and his followers may point to the inability of the compulsive drug user
to integrate, or bind, the split object representations into a cohesive self.
The story of Pentheus is a tale of the retribution of the bad object
representations. Pentheus refuses to help Dionysus maintain his
omnipotent narcissistic defenses against integration. As seen in the
above quotation, Pentheus refuses to recognize Dionysus' divinity and
insists that Dionysus submit to imprisonment. In other words, Pentheus
represents an attempt to integrate the object representations. The result
is that Dionysus must flee. The bad object representation, fueled by oral
aggression, rises up and 'possesses' the Maenads who destroy the ego
(Pentheus) in a bloody feast.
The myth of Dionysus describes many of the dynamics of the
compulsive drug user. The loss of the early objects, the narcissistic father,
the split of bad and good object representation, the violent return of the
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bad object representation, oral aggression and rage, and pathological
narcissism are all reminiscent of the compulsive drug user, especially in
the sense of the borderline drug addict described by Kernberg (1975). In
the myth of Dionysus, the wine, like drugs of all types, helps to maintain
these pathological object relation dynamics.

Thomas DeQuincy and the Confessions of an Opium Eater
The next case is another historical example, this time of an opiate
addict. This case will illustrate many of the dynamics reported by recent
psychoanalytic writers.
Thomas DeQuincy was an English intellectual and writer of the
19th century. He is largely known for his Confessions of an English Opium
Eater, although he produced numerous lesser works (DeQuincy, 1985).
DeQuincy was an opium addict for much of his life, though he fought his
addiction and during a few periods achieved abstinence from the drug.
His life history has been excellently chronicled by Ward (1966).
Thomas DeQuincy was born in 1785 to a large family that was
moderately well-off financially. His father was a merchant and his mother
the daughter of a military officer. DeQuincy's mother was an efficient
parent, but probably not very affectionate. His father seems to have spent
a good deal of time traveling on business. Young Thomas was the favorite
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of his sisters who doted on him during his infancy. Unfortunately,
DeQuincy's early childhood was tainted by a series of losses. In quick
succession his grandmother and younger sister Jane died when he was
five. Two years later, his best loved sister, Elizabeth died, leaving
DeQuincy profoundly affected. After Elizabeth's death, DeQuincy became
increasingly isolated and buried himself in intellectual pursuits. One year
later, his father, who had spent much time away from home, returned so
that he could die at home of tuberculosis. DeQuincy experienced
profound guilt over the death of his father, which he could not
understand. As a result of his father's death, DeQuincy's older brother
William returned to the family from boarding school. William despised
his younger brother and spent much effort to humiliate and torment him.
Besides his brother, DeQuincy was left in the charge of different tutors
and guardians. In school, DeQuincy' work was brilliant, especially in the
classics. Nevertheless, he was much bullied by his schoolmates. By the
time he was 15, DeQuincy wished to enter Oxford. Nevertheless, his
mother insisted that he continue at grammar school. After a period of
unsuccessful rebellion, DeQuincy ran away from school for a period of
four months. During this time he lived in destitute poverty and his only
friend was a young prostitute named Ann. Eventually, DeQuincy returned
home and soon after he enrolled at Oxford. In college DeQuincy
continued to live without friends or much human contact, preferring
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instead to immerse himself in his studies. It was during his years at
college that he began to use opium. DeQuincy did make two important
friends in college, however; Coleridge and Wordsworth. Coleridge was
also to become famous for his use of opium along with his literary talents
(For a psychoanalytic treatment of Coleridge and his work see Mahon,
1987). DeQuincy's relationship to Wordsworth was to practically become
a member of his family. He lived in close proximity and when
Wordsworth's young daughter died, DeQuincy was completely undone.
He began to take opium daily and his addiction helped to estrange him
from Wordsworth. Soon after DeQuincy married and for a while all
seemed to be going well. Predictably, however, DeQuincy's addiction
began to consume him. Throughout the next three years, supported by
his wife, DeQuincy began to get better and to write. In 1821 he published
the Confessions which was quite successful. The success of this work
enhanced DeQuincy's reputation so that he was able to live off his literary
talents. Nevertheless, DeQuincy was plagued by money problems for the
rest of his life. He did not produce any other significant work, but instead
published numerous small, undistinguished pieces. The Confessions
remained DeQuincy's magnum opus and he continued to rewrite it
throughout his life. After his wife died, DeQuincy was cared for by his six
children, most notable his eldest and youngest daughters. Eventually, his
health was spent and he died in 1859 at the age of 74.
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The impact of DeQuincy's childhood upon his subsequent opium
addiction was profound. DeQuincy himself realized this and put much of
the blame for his later troubles upon his childhood. In Suspiria De
Profundis (DeQuincy, 1985), the sequel to the Confessions, DeQuincy
poses a question from a hypothetical reader,
"But how came you to take opium in this excess?" The answer to that
would be: "Because some early events in my life had left a weakness in one
organ which required (or seemed to require) that stimulant . (p. 115)

DeQuincy goes on to report on the state of his childhood,
The particular case to which 1 refer in my own childhood was one of
intolerable grief, a trial, in fact, more severe than many people at any age
are called upon to stand, (p. 118).

From an account of DeQuincy's life we can assume that his earliest
caretakers were his young sisters, who provided DeQuincy with
consistent and gratifying primary objects.
The loss of his sisters must have been felt all too keenly. When his
younger sister died, DeQuincy felt a sense of awe, but did not experience
the loss in a profoundly negative manner. Instead it was the loss of his
older sister which quite possibly changed the course of his life. This
sister, no doubt took on most of the mothering functions for DeQuincy.
His response to this loss was to become withdrawn and isolated in
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intellectual pursuits. The respite derived from this withdrawal was
short-lived as DeQuincy also had to deal with his father's death.
DeQuincy's unexplainable guilt over his father's death was no doubt due
to an unresolved Oedipus complex. After his father's death, however,
DeQuincy was to have no father figure with whom to identify, except his
cruel older brother. Although, DeQuincy did not identify with this
brother, he no doubt internalized his brother's long-term cruel and
demeaning treatment as hostile, negative, self-critical, and harsh
introjects, or bad object representations. In DeQuincy's later writings it is
readily apparent that these intensely self-critical introjects are
functioning. For instance, in the Confessions (DeQuincy, 1985) describes
his addiction to opium as follows,
He lies under the weight of incubus and nightmare; he lies in sight of all
that he would fain perform, just as a man forcibly confined to bed by the
mortal languor of a relaxing disease, who is compelled to witness injury or
outrage offered to some object of his tenderest love: he curses the spells
which chain him down from motion; he would lay down his life if he might
but get up and walk; but he is powerless as an infant and cannot even
attempt to rise. (p. 89)

From this quote, the paralyzing power of the bad object
representations becomes clear. It is interesting to note that when
external events or trauma made greater demands upon DeQuincy, he
would increase his dosage of opium until he was incapacitated. Anything
in his life that approximated the original loss of the good object (i.e. the
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death of his elder sister) would cause DeQuincy to compensate by
attempting to incorporate the experience of the good object through the
effects of opium. For instance, Wordsworth's daughter no doubt
reminded DeQuincy of his own sister and he grew very fond and attached
to her. When she died, DeQuincy went on an opium binge that was to last
for years.
DeQuincy's addiction demonstrates many of the ideas of Blatt,
Fairbairn and Khantzian. DeQuincy clearly used opium to effect control
over his persuasive feelings of dysphoria. It can be conjectured that he
was unable to tolerate the rage and hostility which he must have felt and
the drug must have served to keep these feelings in check. Much like
many compulsive drug users, DeQuincy also suffered from object loss.
Yet because this loss occurred at a later age, DeQuincy was able to
stabilize his intrapsychic world to a greater degree than many more
primitive drug addicts. Nevertheless, it can be conjectured that a similar
dynamic with regard to the good and bad object representations was
established. The loss of the good object was compensated for by the drug
which was internalized. Once internalized, the good representations of
the drug wore off, leaving only the bad, which were then added to
DeQuincy's harsh, self-critical introjects. Although severely troubled, it
would be a mistake to label DeQuincy as psychotic. His pathology would
seem to follow Blatt's assertion that addicts suffer from introjective
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depression. DeQuincy, over the course of his life, also did not seem to
decompensate into a more primitive level of pathology, but more or less,
maintained a steady state.

The Case of Jimi Hendrix
Jimi Hendrix was a musician who become famous in the 1960s.
Besides his fame as a guitarist, he was also known for his voracious
appetite for sex and drugs. From Hendrix' biographies (Henderson, 1981;
McDermott, 1992; Shapiro & Glebbeek, 1990) there is a clear picture of
his early life as well as his later career as a musician.
Hendrix was abandoned by his mother soon after his birth, as she
did not want to be bothered with raising a child. His mother had
recurring bouts of tuberculosis. This required her to be immediately
separated from her son after birth. When she recovered she showed little
interest in the child, preferring instead to stay out all night, drinking and
dancing. This served to keep her in precarious health for the remainder
of her life. Hendrix' mother divorced her husband during this time while
he was away at war. The boy lived with different relatives during much of
his early life until his father returned from military service and reclaimed
him.
From all accounts Hendrix' father was kind but somewhat
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withdrawn. He did, however, tend to become stern and authoritative
when approached on an affective level. He refused to talk about his
feelings and kept them to himself. Young Hendrix suffered greatly from
the loss of his mother, although he would see her from time to time. At
one point, Hendrix' parents were reunited. This reunion, however, was
short-lived. Whenever the young Hendrix asked about his mother, his
father would become very authoritative and give him work to do.
Although Hendrix' father could not share his feelings with his son he did
encourage him to learn the guitar. Hendrix soon became obsessed with
the instrument, spending much time alone practicing. Hendrix' mother
died when he was eighteen.
Hendrix apparently began using drugs during his high school years.
During this time he attended classes but was not a good student. Instead
he played in a number of bands which worked regularly. He eventually
joined the Air Force (no doubt as an attempt to identify with the father),
where he served as a paratrooper. It was during this time that Hendrix
displayed noticeably bizarre behavior which alternated between acting
out (usually with his guitar), and severe withdrawal. He became
something of an outcast and left the service. For the next few years
Hendrix worked as a rhythm and blues musician, ending up in Greenwich
Village. Hendrix continued to use drugs during this period, primarily
amphetamines and marijuana. Hendrix had an unusual habit of storing
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his supply of amphetamines which was perhaps related to his early
object loss.
Smoking dope to keep mellow and snorting methedrine to keep going was
as natural as breathing...Jimmy kept his speed crystals in a baby's bottle,
always a source of great amusement. (Shapiro & Glebbeek, 1990, p. 104)

After a number of years of working with different groups, Hendrix
formed his own musical style. He was eventually discovered and taken to
England to form his band, The Experience. Hendrix was heavily swept up
in the drug scene of the 1960s. His routine was to use drugs to support a
superhuman playing schedule. Hendrix' drug use served to keep him
going so that he could play the guitar. Hendrix often reported feeling as if
he were possessed, a sentiment he often expressed in his music.
In 1970, while on tour in Germany, Hendrix stayed at the house of a
girlfriend. He ate dinner, took some sleeping pills and went to sleep. He
never awoke, having asphyxiated on his on vomit. His death has been
attributed to factors which include suicide, careless paramedics, or that
he did not know the dosage on the brand of sleeping pills he took.
Hendrix' life clearly illustrates aspects of both drive/structure and
relational theories of object relations with regard to drug use. He
undoubtedly suffered from the loss of his primary object (mother).
Passed from relative to relative, Hendrix was never able to attain object
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constancy (Mahler, Pine & Bergman, 1975). His relationship to his father
did not compensate for the loss of his mother. Although his father
provided Hendrix with some stability, he was not present on an affective
level (cf. Wurmser, 1978). According to Lacan (1982), the "law of the
father" was not established. Although Hendrix' father provided some
anchoring, he was not entirely stable. As Mitchell (1982) says, "..the
father stands in the position...that must break the asocial dyadic unit of
mother and child, (p. 28)"
In Hendrix' case, the mother was not available, and the guitar
became her substitute. Hendrix's father did not break the dyad between
Hendrix and his guitar, but instead encouraged it. It is not surprising that
Hendrix became a great guitarist. It is also not surprising that he
exhibited many schizoid tendencies, alternating between withdrawal and
acting out. Nevertheless, Hendrix' father was not harsh, punitive, and
physically or emotionally abusive. If this had been the case it is possible
that Hendrix' pathology would have increased to the point where he
would have become an addict (cf. Blatt, Rounsaville, et al., 1984).
For Hendrix, the guitar became a compensatory object, to be
protected, preserved and most importantly, played. Hendrix idealized the
guitar through playing it. For Hendrix, the guitar represented the good
aspects of the primary object. That Hendrix was symbiotically fused with
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the guitar is an understatement. He even began to sleep with his
instrument. To play the guitar was the one and only thing Hendrix
desired. Only by playing the guitar could he control and release the
energy of the bad objects he had internalized and repressed. [At times,
however, it was apparent that this repressed energy was overwhelming,
causing Hendrix to smash his guitar on stage, symbolically destroying the
good object.] By using drugs, Hendrix was able to internalize the bad
aspects of the primary object and thus preserve its external good aspects.
In simpler terms, Hendrix used the guitar to compensate for the
loss of the primary object (mother). The guitar specifically, and his music
in general, became a compensatory representation of the good aspects of
the primary object. "The women in Jimi's songs are primarily angels and
Madonna's. Many appear to be his mother Lucille invoked as a savior and
redeemer" (Shapiro & Glebbeek, 1990, p.226). In order to protect these
good aspects, or to preserve the guitar as good and pleasurable, Hendrix
took drugs. His drug use effected the internalization and repression of
the bad objects. In order to relieve the tension from the repression of the
bad objects, Hendrix played the guitar in an attempt to control their
release.
After he achieved fame, Hendrix' early pathology became
increasingly apparent. He would alternate between hyper-animation, as
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if he were possessed of some superhuman energy, and lethargy and
withdrawal. More than likely his drug use enhanced this cycle.
Nevertheless, towards the end of his life, Hendrix seemed increasingly
more exhausted and withdrawn, as well as confused. For the first time in
his life, he lacked energy on stage. His last recording from a concert at the
Isle of Wight displays a despair and urgency that would be readily
apparent to anyone who has worked with the deeply pathological. It is
almost a cry for release from psychic bondage to his internalized bad
objects.
Perhaps unconsciously, he did commit suicide—a last ditch attempt
to destroy the bad objects trapped inside himself.

The Case of Elvis Presley
Elvis Aaron Presley was born to a poor white southern family. Elvis
was the younger of a set of twins. His brother who preceded him by a few
minutes was stillborn. Elvis' young parents were devastated by the loss
of their first child and had not realized that there were two babies.
Consequently, Elvis' normal birth was greeted with much happiness.
By most accounts Elvis was well cared for and perhaps even
spoiled. Although his family was poor, Elvis' parents, especially his
mother, indulged him. Elvis grew up as a polite and respectful child.
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Because of the Presley's poverty, the family lived in close proximity and
Elvis shared a bed with his parents until his teens. Elvis remained close
to his parents throughout his life. According to Hammontree (1985),
An often repeated part of the Elvis legend is his closeness to his parents. It
is quite true that a strong bond existed among them. Vernon Presley stated
after Elvis' death "It is hard to describe the feelings Elvis, his mother, and I
had for each other. The three of us formed our own private world"...This
closeness was a powerful influence in Elvis' life. (p. 7)

Elvis was also close to his extended family and surrounded himself
with family and friends throughout his life. In fact, Elvis generally
preferred to stay at home surrounded by a retinue of family and friends
rather than going into the world outside. This pattern of having
'gatherings' at his home began when Elvis was a young man and
continued until his death.
Elvis did not stand out as a teenager or a young man with the
exception of his clothes and hair. Later on Elvis' clothes, hairstyle and use
of makeup would lend him some flair and distinction. Rather than
seeking popularity or isolation at school, Elvis had his own group of
friends with whom he spent time. He had picked up the guitar a few
years earlier and enjoyed playing and singing for his family and friends.
Much of Elvis' interest in music can be traced to his family's involvement
with a somewhat charismatic church sect in which strong emotions
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would be experienced and expressed during the service. Music was an
integral part of the church service. It is, therefore, not surprising to find
that for Elvis, the expression of emotion was intimately related to music.
Elvis eventually got a chance to make a record. Due in part to talent, luck,
and the marketability of a white singer who could successfully imitate
black music, Elvis began a meteoric rise to stardom.
Off-stage Elvis was shy and withdrawn. Once on stage, however,
Elvis became possessed by the emotion of the music resulting in the
gyrations that were to become his trademark. An interesting aspect of
Elvis' musical career was his association with his manager Tom Parker.
While Elvis was generally soft-spoken, generous, hard-working and
respectful of those around him, Parker was “an obese, crude, cigarsmoking man" (Hammontree, 1985, p.15). It was reported that Parker
hated music and musicians and was clearly in it only for the money. Elvis,
on the other hand, was fairly indifferent to money matters and somewhat
of a musical perfectionist, concerned primarily with putting on a good
show for his fans.
Elvis connected with audiences in such a way as to guarantee that
their interaction became almost a mystical experience of oneness. No
doubt Elvis' ability to communicate and bond with his fans accounts for
his tremendous popularity. It is said that Elvis lived to perform and that
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audience contact recharged and invigorated him. It is strange, therefore,
that for close to ten years, Elvis gave up live performances to make
movies. From 1960 to 1970 Elvis made over 30 movies at an astonishing
rate of 2-3 per year. At the end of this period Elvis returned to live
performances, both in Las Vegas and on tour around the country (Cotten,
1985).
During the 1970's Elvis maintained his touring schedule. When he
was not performing, he lived at Graceland with a large extended family
made up of relations and a retinue of close friends. As Hammontree
(1985) comments,
Elvis' intense need to surround himself with the familiar ironically
contributed a destructive element to his life: he was too much insulated
from reality...leading a kind of fantasy existence without financial or
household worries of any kind. (p. 28)

It is sometime during Elvis' “fantasy existence" that he began to use
drugs. Although no exact date for the beginning of Elvis' drug use has
been recorded it is possible to guess that his drug use probably became
increasingly frequent throughout his career. Elvis had a paradoxical
attitude towards drugs. He was strongly opposed to the use of illegal
drugs. Yet, at the same time, he compulsively used a wide variety of
prescription drugs which included amphetamines, tranquilizers, and
steroids. Hammontree (1985) describes this split in Elvis' view of drugs,
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An irony was Elvis' intense opposition to recreational drugs, often called
'street' drugs...He thought the use of recreational drugs despicable. When
his stepbrother Rick Stanley became a heroin addict, Elvis expressed anger
and frustration at Stanley's use of the drug. Stanley considered it
astonishing that Elvis would take him to task, force him to enter a drug
rehabilitation center to detoxify, while Elvis was at the same time daily
taking large doses of tranquilizers, pain-killing drugs, and stimulants...Elvis
rationalized his chemical dependence as acceptable because his drugs
were all prescription drugs. In his view, taking prescription drugs bore no
relationship to drug addiction, (p. 90)

Elvis became very knowledgeable about the drugs he took and
probably had a good intellectual understanding of the long-term sideeffects of his drug use. Nevertheless, this intellectual knowledge did
nothing to reduce Elvis' drug consumption, although it no doubt served
to give Elvis the illusion of control of his habit.
Beginning in the 1970's, Elvis' health began to deteriorate. In
addition to his physical weakening, Elvis also began to have less energy
and to become emotionally detached. Although he was hospitalized a
number of times, Elvis insisted on maintaining his exhausting touring
schedule. It can be speculated that the worse Elvis felt, the more drugs he
took to maintain his ability to perform. Finally, on the morning of August
16, 1977, Elvis' body and perhaps his mind, could no longer stand the
strain.
Elvis demonstrated many characteristics common to compulsive
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drug users. At first, it appears that Elvis' relatively stable family life and
good relationship with his mother and father would contraindicate the
development of a drug habit. Closer scrutiny, however, reveals that Elvis
may have suffered early object trauma. A little known fact is that Elvis'
father was arrested and jailed on a check forgery charge when Elvis was
three years old (Cotten, 1985). Elvis' father was in prison for three years
during a crucial period in Elvis' development. Given the fact that Elvis
was already regarded as special by his mother and pampered almost
beyond the means of his family's modest income, the loss of his father
during his infancy resulted in a strong identification with his mother.
Elvis' obvious latent homosexuality, evident from his use of makeup,
clothes and intimacy with his closest male friends (whom Elvis kept
around him at all times) are signs of his mother-identification. Elvis
remained fixated at the separation-individuation stage of development.
While Elvis was driven to succeed and try new adventures, he worked
diligently to maintain a constant emotional environment in which he was
nurtured and cared for in every way. Like a small child who wanders
away from its mother for a moment, only to run back and make sure she
is still there, Elvis would strike out on tour, make movies, travel to
Hawaii and then turn back to his familiar environment for support. Elvis
brought this familiar environment with him at all times. At first it
consisted of his parents. Later, after the death of his mother, Elvis
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surrounded himself with a retinue of male friends, family members and
hanger-ons whose job it was to keep Elvis' emotional life stable and
unchanging. Whether he was in Memphis, Hawaii, or Hollywood, Elvis
was always in a situation which was controlled and stable.
The loss of his mother was an extreme blow to Elvis and it can be
guessed that his drug use escalated after her death. Drugs came to play a
role in the maintenance of a constant environment around Elvis in a
more reliable way than his family and friends. The main advantage was
that drugs (possibly along with musical performing) maintained Elvis'
internal psychic environment, allowing Elvis to be in control of his
affective states.
Elvis displayed primitive defenses such as splitting. His views on
illegal and prescription drugs is a clear case as was his relationship with
his manager Tom Parker. Elvis was also capable of demonstrating
narcissistic rage, although he could not be deemed a true narcissist
(Dodes, 1990). Elvis could very easily put himself into the position of the
'common man' and sought his approval. This attitude came out in his
great effort to put on a good performance, even when it drove him to
physical collapse. Elvis' concerts, and indeed much of his interaction with
others often included the distribution of gifts. This gift distribution was
reminiscent of Elvis' childhood which was marked by much gift-giving by
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his mother (Cotten, 1985).
Elvis' mother-identification may have also been responsible for his
popularity and the almost mystical experience of his concert presence. As
a great all-powerful mother figure, Elvis could induce his fans to a
religious-regressed state of infancy marked by hysterical ecstasy and a
sense of identification with someone greater than oneself. This is the
same feeling an infant has towards its mother which Elvis was able to
recreate over and over again for his fans. Elvis' sexuality also seems to
have had a peculiar tinge of motherliness to it, being more related to
inclusion in his extended family than phallic-narcissist penetration as
seen in so many other rock stars.
Elvis' life is truly fertile ground for the psychopathographer.
Although many other aspects of Elvis' life would make for an interesting
psychoanalytic exploration, this will be left for another essay. It is enough
to comment that Elvis' compulsive drug use had its beginnings in his
arrested object relations development and that Elvis' object relations
dynamics are similar to those of other compulsive drug users.

Anaclitic Amphetamine-Using Women
This case example comes from an interesting paper by Lidz, Lidz
and Rubenstein (1976). In this paper, the authors describe an anaclitic
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syndrome related to drug use and other compensatory symptoms. Five
case histories of female adolescent drug users are presented. These cases
are fascinating both in the level of detail on the family histories of the
young women and the striking similarities in the phenomenology of each
case.
In order to outline and support the points of the present text, the
cases will divided into two groups. The first group, consisting of three of
the cases presented in the paper, will describe a basic, composite
syndrome related to amphetamine use. Two other cases in the same
study will demonstrate more unusual, extreme features of the syndrome.
A brief summary of the family histories and the object relations
constellations will be presented here. For a full reading of the cases the
reader is directed to the original paper.
The cases of Oona L., Nancy C., and Helen L. will be presented as a
composite. Indeed, the histories, symptoms and phenomenology of these
cases are very similar, differing in only a few small details. Each of these
patients were in early-to-middle adolescence when their histories were
taken. All three young women were confirmed amphetamine abusers and
had taken many other substances as well. Amphetamines, however, were
the drug of choice for these patients who reported that the drug relieved
feelings of depression and emptiness. These three patients also
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presented what was characterized as borderline or slightly psychotic
symptoms and were suicidal to varying degrees. A description of Oona L.
will serve to give a flavor of the diagnosis of each of these three patients.
Oona, a 16 year old girl, had used a number of different drugs in
large amounts, but had increasingly begun to rely on methedrine as her
drug of choice. In addition to her use of drugs, Oona also had personality
problems such as a tendency toward paranoia and fantasy life.
Nevertheless, Oona was able to communicate well with others, capable of
forming friendships, and seemed fairly intelligent. Oona was admitted to
the hospital as an in-patient because of her increasing paranoid fears and
suicidal tendencies. Lidz, Lidz, and Rubenstein's (1976) description of
Oona could possibly be applied to all the girls in the study. She was
characterized as 'waif-like', drawing other people to her through this
demeanor. Both the clinical impression and psychological testing
indicated fright, despair and suicidal tendencies. The psychological
testing also gave an impression of schizophrenia, but this diagnosis was
not confirmed.
The girls' parents were without exception disorganized. Their
fathers were generally unavailable or somehow removed from the
families. The fathers were also occasional drug users, sexually
promiscuous, and in some cases seductive towards their daughters. All
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the fathers presented elements of a narcissistic personality disorder.
Nancy C.'s father is illustrative of the typical father of these patients. He
appeared rather intimate and seductive towards Nancy, who reported
that she had slept and took showers with him until the age of seven. At
the time of her hospitalization Nancy's father would touch and kiss her
quite a bit during his visits. Nancy had some degree of awareness of her
father's pathology (as did her brother who was a heroin addict).
The mothers were also not generally available to their children on
an affective level and likely to be depressed and needy. Oona L.'s mother
was typical. She attempted to play the role of a loving mother, but was
incapable of giving anything to her children. She was unable to set limits,
often used the children as confidants, and was generally needy towards
them. Oona's mother was also a 'heavy' user of tranquilizers. She had
become depressed during her pregnancy with Oona and had remained in
a depressed state for at least a year after Oona was born.
The mothers all had difficulty showing love or affection to their
daughters, and setting limits for them. They often appeared unconcerned
about their daughters' behavior with regard to drugs and sex. The
mothers were often disorganized, hostile, promiscuous and used drugs
themselves. All of the mothers had infantile characters and treated their
daughters like a parent. The daughters were expected to take care of the
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mothers, who took on dependent roles in relationship to their children.
When the patients entered puberty, or during latency, the fathers
became even more emotionally removed, either due to remarriage,
withdrawal of affectionate behavior, or through a general withdrawal
from the family. During this time period the mothers became increasingly
dependent upon the daughters. As soon as the patients entered into
adolescence they became involved in sexualized relationships with males
on whom they became intensely dependent. This excessive dependency
generally caused the males to end the relationships. The end of these
relationships marked the beginning of a period of serious drug use and
sexual promiscuity. Due to heavy amphetamine use, the patients
eventually decompensated to the point of acute psychiatric illness or
attempted suicide, at which time they were hospitalized. Helen L.'s case
is representative of this pattern.
Helen first began to use amphetamines at 14 because she thought
she was overweight. Interestingly enough, her father had a hatred for fat
people. It is likely that Helen's envy of thin, sleek girls was related to her
father's attitudes. Helen developed an intensely dependent relationship
with a boy a few years older than her. Not only did she gratify him
sexually, but she sought to spend all her time with him as well. She
demanded his attention, was possessive and overly jealous. This was
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apparently too much for the boy and he broke off the relationship. The
boyfriend worked as a bartender and
...was heavily into drugs. In order to go along with his crowd, Helen started
snorting methedrine. She was soon hospitalized with a methedrine
psychosis...At times, she was flagrantly promiscuous. Ever since her
suicidal attempt she had a fear of sleeping alone, related to a dread of
death. She continued to nave frequent suicidal urges, and believed that
ultimately she would kill herself, (pp. 333-334)

The composite picture created from these cases shows a pathology
of object relations development. It is extremely clear that object relations
development in these three patients did not proceed normally and that
this can be traced to an insufficient relationship of the infants with their
parents. All the mothers were unavailable to their infants. The patients
were unable to integrate or internalize the good aspects of their primary
objects. The mothers were unable to modulate the transitional object
phase of development for their daughters. As a result each patient
suffered from anaclitic depression. Because these patients did not
successfully resolve the transitional object phase, they remained
somewhat in symbiosis with their mothers. Later in life, there was clear
evidence of rather nebulous self-object boundaries. The fathers were not
able to play their roles in facilitating the child's individuation from the
mother. This later was evident in the weak triangulation (or
oedipalization) of the parent-child relationships. During the original
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oedipal stage of development, the fathers compensated for the lack of
mothering. The patients, who were not strongly individuated from their
mothers, became strongly attached to their fathers. The fathers did not
play a normal oedipal role but instead were expected to fulfill anaclitic
needs. Later, in adolescence, when oedipal conflicts were reactivated, the
fathers

were

unavailable.

Therefore,

the

patients

sought

out

compensatory objects in the form of a boyfriend. The relationships with
these boyfriends were only superficially oedipal in that the relationships
were sexual and with males who were sometimes older than the patients.
The compensatory nature of the relationships was soon revealed in the
extreme dependency of the patients upon their boyfriends. The
boyfriends almost certainly compensated for the father, who in turn
compensated for the mother. Another way of conceptualizing the
dynamics of these patients is to say that the oedipal conflict with the
father was mixed up with the preoedipal anaclitic needs of the patients
for mothering. These patients reported that having sex was less
interesting to them than having someone who would hold them and be
with them at night. For instance,
Nancy, then began to sleep with men simply to be held and because of her
fear of sleeping alone. She did not care who the man was, or whether she
knew him or not. (p. 328)

Clearly the boyfriends were used to provide nurturing and
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mothering. When the boyfriends ended the relationships, the patients
sought out more reliable compensation and began to use drugs. Although
some of the patients became sexually promiscuous at this time, this was a
secondary compensation which probably served to keep the patients in a
community of drug users. The drugs now became the true compensatory
device. Drugs turned out to be superior to either boyfriend or father as
compensatory objects. Unlike a boyfriend who cannot tolerate
dependence, drugs foster this state in their users. Drugs also more
closely represent the longed for maternal care in both its gratifying and
frustrating aspects.
Although all five cases presented by Lidz, Lidz and Rubenstein
share similar pathological phenomenology, two of the cases contain
additional material which is of interest. These cases are those of Sarah A.
and Gail T. While the family histories of these two patients are similar to
the other three cases discussed above, they are different in that their
fathers actually died. The death of the father led to a more profound
pathology. This is evident from a brief description as in the case of Sarah
A.
Sarah A. entered the hospital at the age of 18 after having spent eight
months in the counterculture, living in numerous pads, heavily involved
with drugs, particularly intravenous methedrine, and sleeping with
virtually any man who wanted her. She was the only member of the series
[of cases] who was clearly a "speed freak". (pp. 329-330)
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For Sarah A. the almost complete lack of a father caused her to seek
greater compensation and then lapse into greater decompensation. This
is apparent when Sarah A.'s first sexual relationship is examined,
...at 16 she became infatuated and sexually involved with a music teacher
who was older than her parents, an intense experience that lasted for six
months. When he dropped her, she felt abandoned but soon took up with a
musician in his 30s, and started using "speed" with him.
(p. 331)

Sarah A. had a relationship with a man who was old enough to be
her father, while Gail T. had a relationship with an older male soon after
her father's death. Both of these patients had sought gratification of their
anaclitic needs from their fathers because the mothers had not been
available. Therefore, the actual loss of the father was experienced as a
preoedipal object loss. In these two cases the decompensation to a grave
pathological condition seems to have occurred more quickly and with
greater severity than in the other three cases. For instance, Gail T.
subsequently attempted suicide on the anniversary of her father's death,
which led to her hospitalization. Gail also used LSD along with
amphetamines, which may have been related to a belated mourning
process. Sarah A. appeared to show the most overt borderline
characteristics of the group. She lived more 'on the edge' and seemed to
require more stimulus in order to experience affect,
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She told of her life in a succession of pads, often with confirmed addicts,
criminals, and drug dealers. She narrowly escaped death on several
occasions, as when she stepped in front of a man just as another man, who
she knew had previously committed murder, was about to shoot him. She
found the exciting, dangerous existence pleasurable as it made her feel
alive, (p. 331)

Although Sarah A. took up with confirmed criminals, put herself
into extremely dangerous situations, and was generally impulsive, she
also had another side to her personality,
She was welcomed in various pads and communes because she was fun to
be with when stimulated by drugs, and she was a good cook who was also
willing to care for other people s children, (p. 331)

This suggests some level of splitting, which is not surprising given
Sarah A.'s borderline characteristics.

The Successful Analysis of a Heroin Addict
Berthelsdorf (1976) describes in detail his analysis of a nineteenyear-old male college student who was addicted to heroin. The patient
was seen for four years of analytic work, which ranged from 3 to 7 days
per week. This case is interesting in that it was successful and is almost
an ideal model of the use of classical psychoanalysis in the treatment of
drug addiction.
The patient, Don, was referred to Berthelsdorf because of his
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addiction. An initial House-Tree-Person test revealed object relations
deficits with regard to the mother. Don's family history was somewhat
scant. His family consisted of a father, mother and an elder sister. The
family appeared to be intact and not disorganized. There was some
indication, however, that Don's mother may have had drug use problems
herself, and that she may have been emotionally distant.
Don's drug use started when his mother gave him a tranquilizer
and showed him where they were kept. He immediately began using
these drugs without telling anyone about it. Don soon began to sell drugs
and built up a secret bank account from these endeavors. He eventually
was arrested for selling drugs and was expelled from school.
Nevertheless, Don studied at home and was able to earn a high school
diploma and gain entrance into college. Don did quite well in college
despite his drug use and was highly intelligent.
Don was at times markedly self-critical and would have outbursts
of hostility towards others. Nevertheless, he did not appear disaffected
and could express both sadness and rage during his treatment. His affect,
however,

was

somewhat

labile.

Don's

psychopathology

clearly

demonstrated both preoedipal object relations and oedipal lines of
development. In an initial session he described a dream that gives an
indication of both lines of conflict:
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In the first part he was with his father, who had his arm about Don, giving
a sense of comfort and intimacy. In the second part, Don was buying some
heroin from an untrustworthy drug pusher, and felt he was putting himself
in the hands of a man who could betray him. That man indeed had recently
sold Don some very poor-quality marijuana. (Berthelsdorf, 1976, p. 170)

This dream shows an oedipal conflict with an underlying anaclitic
component. Berthelsdorf responded to the dream by commenting that
Don needed a comforting, nurturing relationship with other people
including his analyst, but that he feared the consequences of such a
relationship. This interpretation was confirmed later when Don brought
up a fantasy of performing oral sex on his analyst. Berthelsdorf's
interpretation focused on the underlying meaning rather than the overt
content of the fantasy. This deeper meaning was that the analyst was a
nursing mother and that Don was a suckling infant, wanting the
pleasurable feeling from the analyst that he had been receiving from the
heroin. This interpretation proved to pivotal in deepening the analysis.
Don's anaclitic needs for nurturing were also accompanied by
separation-individuation issues as well as problems in maintaining a
sense of object constancy. Don also showed some signs of defensive
splitting. For instance, he had a strong need to be with other people, but
subsequently felt trapped by his relationships with them. Also, when Don
was parting with an acquaintance, he would compulsively want to know
when he would see the person again, even if it was someone he did not
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like. Don also felt very strongly that his life with his drug-using friends
was at odds with his life with his parents. It was as if "...he had to cope
with two alien worlds, each to be denied the existence in the other" (p.
171).
Overall, Don's addiction can be understood as a result of his
identification with his mother. This identification was originally carried
out by Don taking his mother's drugs. Later, the drugs came to represent,
or compensate for his mother. Clearly, Don's addictive pathology was due
to a preoedipal problem. Fortunately, Don demonstrated a lack of
impulsivity which gave him a reasonably good prognosis with classical
psychoanalytic treatment.
Berthelsdorf's strategy in this case can be likened to a replacement
of the drug by the analyst. In this strategy the analyst becomes a
transitional object for the addicted patient. Compensating affects and the
control of affect are slowly transferred to the analyst, and then even
more slowly internalized by the patient. In Don's case, he became
pacified after the initial hour, assuming all of his problems were solved,
as if by magic. He also understood the analyst, however, as dangerous,
threatening to upset the status quo. Don, therefore, sought out more
comfort or pacification from Berthelsdorf during the analytic hour, while
continuing to use drugs between therapy sessions.
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Eventually, the process of analysis became extremely intense as the
analyst took on more of the object role than the drug. Berthelsdorf began
at this time to see Don seven days a week. The object relations
characteristics of the analysis became more obvious, as Don regressed in
therapy to a ravenous infant, feeding off the analyst. In this state Don was
able to express anger at Berthelsdorf, while maintaining a feeling of
security from his destructive urge to swallow the analyst.
It is interesting to note the oedipal conflict in Don's case. The
oedipal situation provided a barometer of Don's development
throughout his analysis. Don's relationships moved during his analysis
from decidedly dyadic modes to more triangular ones. In the beginning of
the analytic work, Don's oedipal conflict was presented more in terms of
anaclitic needs, which were similar to those seen in the five cases of
female amphetamine addicts described previously. As Don progressed,
his conflicts became increasingly triangulated. For example, early in his
analysis Don recalled his first sexual experience,
Don had his first heterosexual experience as a freshman in college, after
years of attempts and failures caused by the loss of erection. On this
occasion he was staying overnight with a fellow and his girlfriend. He
decided to go to the bathroom just as the two were finishing the act of
intercourse and he was passing by their bed. He stopped, humbly asked
the young man if "it" would be all right with him and the girl. They agreed
and Don succeeded. Subsequently he was only occasionally concerned
about his impotence, (p. 179)
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This experience clearly shows Don's inability to resolve separationindividuation issues. Similar sexual experiences have also been reported
by other compulsive drug using patients (Fine, 1972; Savitt, 1954). Don
could not achieve potency under normal conditions, indicating a weak
identification with the father. Don is unable to be a rival and win the
woman/mother for himself, in essence to be on his own. Instead, he
approaches a weak father-figure and "humbly" requests that his desires
be gratified. There is no need to separate from the mother because the
father-figure at this point is like the mother, magically taking care of the
infant's needs. It is not surprising that Don was preoccupied about
homosexuality, as his identification with a male father-figure was a thin
screen for his symbiotic relationship to the mother. Compare the above
scenario to a similar scene which occurred later in Don's analysis. He was
visiting some friends, a couple and gave them some heroin. The women
injected herself and went out of the room to have sex with her boyfriend.
After they had left, Don gave himself an injection,
...I learned that he was at that moment reminded of his mother and father
leaving for an evening, and of their giving him his "reward for
bravery!”...The next thing he knew, his friend was giving him mouth-tomouth respiration, and someone else was shaking and slapping him,
talking to him to keep him awake. He was told he had stopped
breathing...Over a year later a final fragment of this episode came to light;
the girl had exposed her breasts to him when she gave herself the injection
just before leaving the room; and he could hear them making love in the
next room as he gave himself all the heroin he had left. (p. 181)
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This description confirms the symbolism of the couple as
representing father and mother. This time, however, Don was more on
his own, more individuated. The father-figure this time did not magically
fulfill Don's needs, but instead took the mother for himself. Don was in a
more classical oedipal position in this situation. Although, the motherfigure was clearly present and available (with breasts exposed), Don
could not possess her without conflict. The father-figure was now a
potent rival unlike the previous scenario. This possibly engendered
feelings of rage and guilt in Don. His response to these feelings was to
take an overdose of heroin. This use of drugs was, therefore, both an
attempt to possess the mother (through the incorporation of her
substitute, heroin) and an attempt to control intolerable affect (guilt and
rage).
Still later in the analysis the oedipal conflict became more central to
the treatment as the analyst was seen more as the father in the
transference. Berthelsdorf reports that this stage occurred after 360
hours of therapy. This stage of the analysis was characterized by the
analyst being experienced more as a competitor or rival.
Eventually, Don was able to resolve his separation-individuation
conflict, resulting in the ability to relinquish the use of drugs. It seems
that Don was then able to work with his oedipal conflict to some degree
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and achieve a healthy integration of appropriate parental objects into his
personality.

Summary and Conclusions
These case histories of compulsive drug users point quite clearly to
a pathology of object relations. Most of the compulsive drug users
described in this chapter demonstrate defenses like splitting, omnipotent
narcissism and other borderline-level defenses. Compulsive drug users
can seem to lack object constancy and be highly self-critical. In most
cases, the drug itself is used as a reactivated transitional object in an
attempt to repair early object relations deficits. From the cases cited
above, it seems as if these early object relations deficits can be traced to
somewhat specific dynamics between the infant and its parents.
The mothers of compulsive drug users generally appear weak and
depressed and have many unmet needs of their own. Their children are
starved emotionally and the transitional object phase is not successfully
negotiated. Yet, these mothers cling to their children with the hope that
their offspring will somehow magically take care them and alleviate their
pain. This effectively prevents the separation of the child from its mother.
In Winnicott's terminology, these are not 'good enough mothers'.
Nevertheless, the blame does not entirely rest with the mother. In
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many instances the mother's problems are caused or exacerbated by the
fathers. These men are often physically or emotionally unavailable. When
they are present, they are often narcissistic, expecting both mother and
child to gratify their needs. The fathers, therefore, do not fulfill their role
in helping their children separate from the mother. In some cases, the
father takes over the mothering role for the child, but usually is
emotionally distant or uses the role to get the child to gratify his
narcissistic needs. As a result, the apparent oedipal conflicts seen among
compulsive drug users often thinly veil earlier object relations conflicts.
In other words, the child tries to resolve its object relations needs
(caused by inadequate mothering) through a relationship with the father.
When this fails, the child (or possibly by now young adult) may turn to
other people or fetish-like objects to mediate their internal object
relations conflicts.
Clearly, environmental influences come into play during this time. If
the child is in an environment where the use of drugs is accepted or
tolerated, they will be more likely to use drugs to compensate for their
problems. From the review of the literature in Chapter Two, we know
that most drug prevention efforts attempt to intervene at this point.
Unfortunately, the personality problems underlying the compulsive use
of drugs are already well-established. Even if the child were dissuaded
from using drugs through educational or other preventive methods, it is
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highly likely they would turn to some other destructive and compulsive
behavior using fetish-like objects.
If the fetish-like object is a drug, a powerful, temporary defensive
repair of the object relations deficits is effected following the cycle I
outlined in Chapter Four. This drug use becomes compulsive as the
physiological properties of the drug catalyzes the borderline-level
defenses. This leaves the compulsive drug user to live out a disaffected,
dysphoric and pathologically repetitive existence dominated by the good
and bad aspects of the drug.
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